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PREFACE 
This 1, an account or personal experimentation with 
the picture plane, largely within a one and a half year time 
span. Thus, it cannot hope to be all inclusive. An attempt 
is made, however, to include all conceived possibilities 
within.the material limitations whether they were successtully 
materialized or not • 
. , The approach . 1a primarily based on a painterly 
point of Tin. Classification thus comes from a graphic 
arts. outlook even thou.gtt in man.y instances a ditferent 
claes1,1cation woul4 be 1uitable when placed in another 
context. 
Emphasis is on personal experience and conceptual 
development as expressed by the tnveatigator•s works. No claim 
· is made that the d1aoeTer1ee are necessarily unique or 
unprecedented yet all dlscoTeries expressed as such were 
derived indepement of conscious outa.idAJ intluence. 
ThOMh here organiaed in a legical sequence and expre1sed 
scient1tioal17, aost et the processes were developed 
in a 1ritlt1t1•• •nner. At my times 1t was not realized 
that any develepment within a conceptual atruct11re was 
being made. With h1n)ls1ght, it is comparatively easy to 
order and categorize the past but it is difficult to bring 
to this thesis the immediacy of the artistic process. It is 
in these times that development takes place and where in 
meaning lies. 
The act of documentation imposes limitations. As the 
self-imposed documentation point approached, the investigator* 
more consciously attempted to meet·the requirements or 
the problem. As art is a creative process the function 
or pr.oblem solving threatens the more haphazard intuitive 
process. Thinking of possibilities ma7 produce variation 
but seldom does it p"'duce new possibilities.· Not thinking 
or.working intuitively does create possibilities. Acting 
without preconception also may precipitate discoveries. 
This document is organized by process rather by 
medt\lll or chronology as novel techniques and approaches to 
common materials.are-presented. This organization may 
misinterpret the data as the many avenues were persued 
intermittently and often simultaneously. Influence and 
development was thus not linear within a process. As 
most satisfactory works were not goal directed, the prooess 
structure did not exist during their creation. Inferred 
influence may thus be invalid. 
llesearch oan be valuable but also stifling to a 
creative artist. Knqwledge or other work oan eitherdirect 
the artist along -.no,>··her•s path or cause him to net pursue 
cours•s that might have alternative developments. Ideally. 
reseai;ch could provide conceptual stepping •tones but as 
reQear.ch provides informational knowledge without the 
experiential knowledge its value to a working conceptual 
development is questionable. 
With these reservations, this work is humbly submit 
as an investigative document. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The classification system or fine art has as its 
primary diTision the distinction between two and three 
dimensional works. This is a necessary semantic diTision 
yet it is somewhat conceptually limited in relation to "modern 
art" in general; and in particular to this, problem. 
Th1a paper is not an attempt to redefine this c\1Tision 
but it does examine a body or work that exists within the wid• 
boundary between these traditional concepts. 
This examination by its nature and intent questio•s the 
importaace or the distinction and its consequeJlt.•c"pre-
condi tioning ot the artist. HoweTer, this paper was writtea 
by a pre-conditioned artist who worked withi• the framework 
of these concepts and as such is based on the Tery diTislen 
that is questioned. 
I. THE PROBLEM· 
Under iaTestiga,1on is a group of works in which 
(1) an _image is(direotly dependent on the use ot the 
third dimension as iaage source or (2) the third dimension 
is used as the essential means at presentatien tor an •ther-
wise two dimensioul image. 
2 
Primary te the problem was the use of the image 
bearing plane as a creatiTe element in the preduction or a 
werk of art. In 11est.castts it was the primary creati"Ye 
variable. 
The werks or art that constitute the body of the inquiry 
are the result ef tw1, .. general cencepttons er the means 
t• actualize the interactien of a plane with space. The 
means studied are 11ed.ulatien. and spatial relatien ef planes. 
These concepts oenstitute the limits er this inquiry. 
Impertance At· th.a problem. Much research and experi-
mentatien has been dene in the past in the search fer 
stable and enduring surfaces and greunds fer imagery. The 
creatiTe petential et the surface has been. largely ignered 
due te the tu•ct1en.al .. ai111 of the research. As 1 t is new 
possible fer the Nerth American artist te purchase "preven• 
ready made pr1aed c..:Taasea and papers in standardized teraat 
and sizes, the need t• experiment with the surface is 
seemingly gene. It 1s this technelogical aephisticatien 
that allewe the plane.te.be researched in a non practical 
manner. But it was 111.·reactien to this techn.elegically perfect 
and thus iapersenal artistic surface that that this 1n"Yest1gat1•• 
was rounded. 
The intent •f this thesis is te demeastrate that the 
image bearing plane can ha"Ye an active role in the creatiYe 
precess as well as the passi"Ye image supperting rele. 
3 
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Two dimensional refers to objects having width and 
height but no depth. The inclusion of the depth element 
renders an object three dimensional. A plane is 11 a flat or 
level material surface." 1 As used in "image bearing plane" 
it refers to the physical surface to which pigment has 
been added. The •planar axis" refers to an imaginary 
straight line passing through a plane at a zero degree angle, 
thus being concurrent with it. As used here, it refers to 
the orientation of the whole plane. Modulation here refers 
to the manipulation of a flat surface to prCkluce planar 
modification while maintaining the continuity of that surface. 
An aesthetic refers to a way of perceiving or appreciating 
that is not necessarily based on the beautiful. 
III. THE NATURE OF THE IMAGE BEARING PLANE 
Although the image bearing plane is normally considered 
to be two dimensional, it like a.ny other physioal~plane 
occupies physical space and thus has depth. This physical 
nature can be overlooked particularly in the context of 
illusionistic art where this plane is conceived theoretically 
as a transparent picture plane through which pass all the lines 
of sight between the eye of the viewer and the apparent positions 
of the subjects depioted." 2 The physical nature of the real 
plane cannot be ove~looked by the practicing artist or the 
informed viewer, however. As an object the plane has mass 
and bulk that must be dealt 
1John P. Bethel (ed.) Websters .N.mr Collegiate 
DictionarY· (Springfield: G & c Merriam co. 1958) p. 644 
2Ralph Mayer, A.D1ct1onarY .f2.f. Atl Terms And 
Techniaues (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company 1975) p. 294 
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with on the physical level. The modern conception that a 
painting must assert its flatness has practically negated the 
theoretical plane and left only the physical surface of a 
concrete form. 
T.he concrete forms conventionally employed in North 
America are the "stretched canvas• for painting and 
rectangular paper for drawing and water color. Masonite, card• 
board, plastic, and linen are also employed~ usually within 
the rectangular framework. Surface variations are minimal 
on these surfaces. Size is usually limited by practical 
considerations locked to the physical nature of the plane. 
The physical natqre of the image bearing plane has 
importance beyond utility. While printing and painting are 
primarily categorized by a process difference, they also 
normally employ different planar materials. Water color and 
other easel paintings are distinguished solely by surface 
differences. (Drawing is separated from painting only 
by the state of the pigments, as these forms of expression 
.. -otten share common surfaces. ) The surface nature thus has 
some function,, 1n the distinction between disciplines. 
If the plane has definitive importance along with the media, 
why should the planar material be··selected for utility 
whil~ the media is selected for its creative potential? 
A .literal explanation of any graphic work can be found 
in Figure 1 (a). It does not include any creative content 
(the viewer). 
FIGURE 1 (a) 
VARIABLES IN VISUAL ART 
(a) PIGMENT+ SURFACE• VISUAL 
(ie) paint+ canTas = painting 
PIGMENT VARIABLES 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( .5) (6) 
(?) 
state 
---selid, liquid, gaseous susJ!)ension. 
ferm 
_---stick, paste, lozenge, emulsien 
hue 
value 
intensity 
base 
-~-water, eil 
method ef application 
~--direct, indirect (includes tool variables) 
' SURFACE VARIABLES 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( .5) 
(6) 
(?) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
s,ubstance 
th1olmess 
welgbt 
densi,.1;y 
f'lexibility 
plasticity 
strength 
,---impact, rip, fold 
texture 
durability 
st•bility 
.size. 
stretch 
weave (fabrics) 
Two ways of seeing a graphic composition are presented.· 
They are not meant to be definitive but to dimonstrate the 
number of graphic art variables. 
Surface variables are usually selected for utility, 
availability, or compatibility with a pigment: whereas 
pigment variable• are largely selected for visual effect or 
manipulative quality. Pigment variables are thus fully 
exploited in the creative act while surface variables are 
ignored as a part et creative content. Surface 'variables are 
ignored as part of creative content. Surface variables 
are less condusive to creative maniplitlation than ar~ these 
of the pigment, yet if even one element can be exploited 
creatively it can lead to new forms of expression and a 
new approach to imagery. 
Even within the figure-ground analysis (Pigure l (b)) 
the number of elements can be seen as equal. As certain 
pictorial elements are centrolled or eliminated by an 
artist (to be discussed. !n Chapter II) surfaoe elements 
tend to becomemore apparent as actual constituants of 
the graphic work aa •p:posed to a passive supportive role. 
For example, in a flat color field painting the pictorial 
element or form, space, texture, and for the most part 
composition, would be negligible in effect. The' surface 
elements of size and shape would then become the real space 
and form of the painting. 
FIGURE 1 ( b) .· · 
VARIABLES IN VISUAL AH 
(b) FIGURE ON GROUND• VISUAL 
FIGURATIVE ELEMENTS 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) (4) 
celer 
---hue, value, intensity 
ceapeaitien. 
texture 
space 
GROUND ELEMENTS 
(1) size 
(2) shape . ( 3) material,. 
(4) surface 
(.5) torm 
' 
The surface of the grf>Und would be the paintin.g 1 s 
texture. This would net render the painting invalid per se 
or inferior to a composition employing dominant pioterial 
elements. This demonstrates that figure and ground elements 
are not oppesed te each other but inescapably mixed and 
that ground elements have a ereat1Te role in the total 
presentation of meat visual works. 
Surface elements have considerable importance in 
the defi:nitien er disciplines. The final appearance of a 
work and eTen the scale and nature of the compositien in 
some instances is influenced by the plane. The surface 
is thus an intrinsic and Tital part of any graphic work. 
On this basis it was seen as valid te investigate the 
use ef selected surface variables (these et a planar nat•re) 
as mere than just intrinsic parts of compesition. 
Treated as equal in value t• pigment variables these 
surface variables were used as dominant creative variables. 
This appreach keep~ these works within the context of 
the vteual arts. 
CHAP.rER II 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
9 
Threugh the work produced as a result of this investi-
gation can stand on its ewn aesthetic merits without 
justificati•n, tt is felt that th~ methods employed in 
production need beth peraenal and historical justitioatien 
fGr the purposes •t this written study. As practical techniques 
they require no support. It 1s assumed that any artistic 
means are valid if they lead te an aesthetic end. Since 
a means separate from a11 end is propesed here, pers•:nal 
and historically valid bases are included. 
I. PERSONAL BASIS 
A conventienal stretched canvas was previeusly 
emplayed by the investigator as a painting surface. A 
"stretched canvas" consists ef a wooden recta~lar frame 
over which canvas is stretched tightly and secured by tacks 
or staples. The surface is then primed by applying 
several c•ats •f Gesso or other painting ground. 
The investigator became acutely aware of the dimen""' 
siona.l nature of this painting surface early in his sohHling., 
As long as the scale of the work was small the ne~atiTe 
consequences ef the planes physical form: weight and bulk, 
were minimal. Larger scale works became increasingly 
difficult for the artist tc stare and preserve in Illinois 
and to transport easily and safely to Ontario. The elimination 
10 
of the comparatively massive structure that supported 
the thin durable picture plane was a logical step. The 
11 Nomedic 11 series of paintings 1975 were a result of this 
functional consideration. Conventionally produced by,: · 
a.mask and spray technique, they are presented as bordered 
f.re~ planes "stretched• on any supporting surface by nails 
in gromet holes at the corners. During storage and 
transportation these paintings are light in weight, compact, 
and.protected.from light arid dirt. They require only 
tbr,ee,JnOre nails than a conventional painting-to hang. 
Aside .. from .the benefit to the artist, this form or presentatinn 
is beneficial to the art appreciator. Americans are becoming 
nomadic, in that they now make major moves and relocate 
every eighteen months to two years. One year leases are 
oommon.J It was hoped that this series could provide a 
format for fine art .that would fit in with this life 
s:ty).e. 
Though conventiona~ in image, an awareness of the 
picture plan., as a:-1separate entity from its frame was 
gained from this experiment. This in turn influenced 'the 
development of modulated planar images. 
3HENNESEY, James and Victor Paponek, Nomadic 
Furniture (N.Y. Pantheon 1973) p. 1 
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The desire tor immediacy of expression was another 
driving force in the abandonment of the stretcher frame and 
consequent employment of the plane fer image production. 
The use of raw canvas by t~e investigator was similarly 
motivated. 
~he length or time between the desi~e ... tc;, paint and 
the construction of a suitable stretched surface was 
oreat1vel7 intolerable. '!'he unstretohed canTas that thus 
came to be used: waa an::u.natable form that lent itself to 
creative use more readily than the_stretehed plane #hioh 
was more'suited to ptissive utility. 
Unprimed canvas suggested and allowed full use of the 
painting surface as a fabric. Oesse could t~e,,n b$ applied 
with regard·to it-. creative or functional.effect rather than 
as a mechanical process in the production of a surface. 
The invesbig~tor had been using a fairly primitive 
but efficient paint applicator a1nce 1976. It consisted of 
an in41ultrta1 quality hand Ol)erated atemizer containing 
• - - ···~ ; • 4 ' ~ ... ' 
• • , : y ·~:.. ' • -~ •• •• • ', 1. : 
water dl~ttted. acrylic paint. This tool PJ-tt14~d excellent 
control of particle size and coverage but offered no means 
·~ t . ., 
of',con~rolllng spray,path size. Stencils and other masks were 
thus us"d to provide edges and delineate forms. Alternate 
means to interrupt parts of the spray field and thus control 
the spra~" path' were ;ready te·· be exploited. The picture 
plane 1 ts elf proved to be itttal for this purpose, and in 
turn provided an_image that was self derived. 
12 
An interest im minimal tensile atructures was held 
by the investigater. The consequent interest in the innate 
structur•l properties of materials was to influence 
the nature of the'investigation of spatially rllated 
planes. A strongly experimental approach to techniqu~ was 
characteristic or·the artist. The exploration of the plane 
as.a.creative variable was a natural choice as it was an 
immediate problem and represented a pr6v1ously unexploited 
means of expression. 
The prevalent artistic concepts in the early 1970's 
1nd1oa~ed that to be relefent a painting if not 1llusionist1c 
mus.t .. assert its flatness o:I' become 11 teral form. The evolving 
pronesses employed in this investigation ·seemed to satisfy 
requiremen~s of beth of these alternatives to illusionism. 
The"surface was asserted. It was no longer flatness that 
was asserted because the surface had literally become 
form. This was an unconscious development that became 
evident in the compilation of this paper. 
Though this inquiry is historically justified through 
its Pelation to ,inodern concepts or pictorial space it 
was not based on knowledge of modern art developments. Though 
nearly scientific in approach the inquiry ~as not a formal 
problem based on the strict and conscious elimination and 
control of variables. It was a directed intuitive investigation 
of common painting mater~als within the limits of the 
artist's time, social, geographic, and economic 
~3 
situation. This does not however render the following 
historical development meaningless as it seems apparent that 
men develop along certain lines 1i,. relation to their 
time regardless of direct influence. As a man is a product 
of his time so too is his work linked to the prevalent 
opinions of that time. This thesis then can be seen to rise 
out of the progressive tendencies in modern art rather than 
from a direct influence by the history of this development. 
_ These tendencies are seen by the investigator to 
be threefold: the development of a progress1Te realization 
of the surface bearing the picture plane as a real entity, 
the exploration or the intrinsic properties of materials and 
their limits, the control or elimination of certain graphic 
' 
elements to place full emphasis on one developed element. 
This investigation was based on these tendencies. The 
following brief overYiew of modern art developed concepts 
prevalent in modern art. 
II. HISTORICAL BASIS OF THE APPROACH 
Realization .Qt .tu plane. Throughout modern art there 
can be seen a progressive realization of the supperting plane 
as a separate reality exieting as itself apart from illusion• 
istic purposes. Thia cati. be •••n initially ill aban&•nment 
of class~cal realism and its Rwindow to the world" perspective. 
The picture plane at once became concurrent with the surface. 
I1lus1on1stic space thus became another element that could 
be subservient to elements such as shape, color, or picterlal 
arrangement. Manet in rejecting Renaissance perspective as 
14 
academic, severely reduced illusieniatio space in his werk. 
These works were abstraotiena en nature that evphasized 
color relatienships. The Abstract Expressienists denied 
illusion as a concrete geal and concentrated en the relation 
between the artist and his materials at the time er creatiea. 
Thus, the surface, i.-.ge represented enl7 i tselt. The 
scale or a werk ,.became an 1mpertant element as the 11 teral 
space occupied b7 the plane replaced illusionistic 
space. Because ar this literalness or the paint on the 
surface, intel9n&l relations between terms and colors 
became the dominant censideration. This was the prima~y 
formal element· or Cubist paintings. It was abandoned ror the 
•all ever• c•IJlP••liien ef Jackson Pa,llock which reduced 
painting space to surface level. This ty:pe ef cempeaitien 
can also be seen aa a preduct of the elimination et seae 
painting elements fer the benefit ot •ther elements. Even 
figure ground·. relatienahip was eroded in the • color-f1eld11 
paintings et the 1960 1s. •That it was impertant for paintin~ 
to affirm its actual identity, as eppesed to attempting 
to create a sculptural illus1en1sm, ••• became one of the 
ce,l,ltral tenets ot ."American painting er the sixties. •4 
This is demonstrated in Barnett Newmans "n•n-relational• 
mode of cem:position which eliminated all internal relatie!Ulhips 
within a painting by empleying a single image oriented only 
to the framing edge. Mark Rothko's rectangular compeaitiens 
4Barbara Rose, American fainting 1bA ~ century (Cleveland: 'l'tte Werld Publishing Company 1970), p. 86 .,. 
1; 
rigidly echo the framing edge malcing composition subject to 
the physical boundaries of the plane.5 
The contracti.on of illusionistie space that began 
with Manet pushing the background plane forward was taken 
to its extreme in the sixties "when a number ot artists 
began treating plane not as the foreground plane behind 
which space was·· illusionistically depicted, but as .. the 
background which an image either literally (in Rauchenburg•s 
case) appeared to project.• 6 · A further interest in the literal 
sur·raoe was shown in the stain paintings of Helen Frankenthaler, 
and Moris Louis. Frank Stella in 1960 cut notches in the 
• 
sides of a group of paintings including Marquis .dtl Perta&:e 
to shift the emphasis from the internal relationsh1P of 
lines to the form deriYed from the internal bands of 
aluminum paint. This realization of the plane was best 
expressed by Al Held who said "The rigid logic of a 
two-dimension aesthetic binds us to the canvas surface 
making it an end in itself, not a means to an end."7 
r 
It see~ed that after this point an artist mg.st choose between 
renouncing painting for real three dimensional objects or 
reformulating illusion to be consistent with flatness. 8 
This investigation resulted in paintings that are real 
objects, meaning that painting 4.id not have to be abandoned. 
The image was also consistent with the surface but this 
'.Dwl 
6 Rose, .2l2• .Qit. p. 97 
7
.IJ21d p. 97 
8n1g p. 106 
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surface was no longer flat. 
s.gientific apprpaQh. Th• in depth exploratien er one 
er the ~aphic varlables while elimination or controlling 
(1n the scientific sense) the ethers seem to have developed 
to be the standard modern methe4 of artistic innovation. For 
example, the abstract expressionists eliminated imagery to 
explore color and brush stroke outside .of the realistic 
context. The impres1ieni1ts sacrificed detail to present 
the 1mpressien of light on objects. In more recent times this 
way of worki~ became acceptable as more llaitatien• were 
imposed. This can be seen in the observation that •In 
oppesition to elder art their (Irwin, Olitski, Beinhawd.t) 
werks look relatively devoid ot pictorial incident, as does 
much of American abstraction in the sixties; since composition 
has become subservient to a color and light experience.• 9 
The ~ractice ef working in series had become by the sixties 
a standard procedure, • ••• as abstract art became increasi~ly 
self conscious and concerned with articulating and solving 
a given set of formal problems." 10 This formal control of 
elements achieved its zenith with regard.a to pigment variables 
in 1951 when Bauchenbul'g exhibited.his first white pa1at1ng. 
Though many means of. exploring limited variables still exist, 
the development er a blank canvas as a means or expression 
literally left the surface as the only unexploited variabie. 
9Rose, .llh mJ;.. p .-92 
10..llw1. 
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Of course the idea behind a work could take dominant importance 
away from the other elements. The ultimate expression of this 
concept was undertaken by the conceptual artists of the late 
sixties wh.o felt that they could totally bypass illusion 
and present reality. 
This study follews in this modern concept of stylistic 
experi.-entation by control of elements. For example, many 
of the works were derived b7 making the method of paint 
application a controlled Y&r1able while illowing the altered 
plane to become the creative variable. The value and int•nsity 
of the pigments was controlled in that they were similar 
regardltss ot hfle. Co1or use was systemized by progressively 
mixing anala~ous colors from intuitively chosen base hues. 
Influence !2!. mater1a1s. A third tendency in modern 
art expressien is seen by the investigator to be the influence 
of the chosen materials en the artist and in turn his 
expression. In many cases and including this study this 
took the form of exploring the limits or a material. 
Certainly the actien painters experimented with the 
im~t n~ naatt:-1y applied reu~h a~eas er color. The presented 
image demonstrated splashes and "on canvas" paint mixtures 
that reflected the nature of the painting material almost 
as much as it displayed the artist's action. Pollock explored 
the effect of dripped paint. The paint stood as itself without 
influence of brush or evidence •f the artist. It could be 
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said that •1r Pollock had something to offer, therefore, 
it was not a surface look, buy a way of working, an 
attitude that was in its rejection of the conventic,ns of 
easel painting, anti~academic and rad.ioal.• 11 Johannes Itten•s 
basic design course at the Bauhaus involved exercises that 
were to reveal how "the material sets up its own limits ter 
the task of ima:gtnation.• 12 Hans Hoffman taught at Black 
Mountain College befere 1950, an emphasis on surface as 
plane and as matter. 13 It is not unusual then to find a 
Hoffman influenced art is ts such as Rauchenburg saying1' "I I d 
really like to think that the artist could be just another 
kind of material in the picture, working in colla'berat1on' 
with all the other materials.n 14 
Thus many of the factors of the investigater•s 
approach oan be seen as·'.eontemporary exploration of 
problems that arise from.the very formats of graphic art. 
These preblems have been ~regressively more important to 
the creative artist•• other limits have been removed. As 
art becadle free fl"ea ftU1ctien ant limits to its expression 
were attacked by the artists. 
11Rose, u._.JU.t. p. 100 
12Bose, u . .c.1:t. p. 61 
13llw1 
14carroll Clark, Robert Rausghen'burg, Kathleen 
Preciado (ed.) (Baltimore: Welk Press 1976) p.5 · 
PART I • THE MODULATED PLANE 
CHAP!'ER III 
THE MODULATED PLANE FOR IMAGERY 
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The techniques that are the basis for this imagery 
were deTeloped from accidental occurrences through 
experimentatien. 
I. OBJECT AND IMAGE UNITED 
In the summer or 1976 on the Greek Island of Lindos, 
a small piece of raw can.Tas was soaked te remove folds 
from packing. It was then stamped out on a floor constructed 
of rounded beach stones. After being dried by the sun, 
the canvae was found to have concave and convex contours 
derived from the floer•s surface. The gently rolling surface 
was supporte4 at waist ,height parallel to theg'round. 
Selected c.ofo:rs ·1.n.the blue to violet range were sprayed 
independently at different fixed eleTatiens and directional 
angles to the plan~.· The result11nt color field was a product 
t 
of the interference of the altered plane with the directed 
pigment. Though it was net analyzed as such at the time, 
this was the a~tiat•s tirst use ot the picture plane as the 
primary creative Tari.able in the production ot a painting. 
The 'Pi~ent inplJing.tool had not been manipulated but 
the surface had been. 
The e~cess paint rrem this ex~riment was sprayed onto 
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another canvas that was still crumpled from traveling. 
This proved te be the basis of another ramificatian et the 
modulated planar approach to painting that is discussed 
in chapter five. 
A new ferm of realistic painting had emerged. It 
selected fixed colered lighta had veen shone on the 
surface frem which the painting was derived the same 
visual effect as presented in the painting would result. 
When stretched and viewed in normal light a strong 
illusion er depth and prejection is created by the color 
field. This illusion was not a result et illusienistic 
painting but the result ef painting an uneven surface. A degree 
of inaccuracy is inherent in the precess due to the innate 
eharaoteristics et the recording plane. The thickness and 
flexibility of the ~lane largely controls the degree 
of fidelity between the actual surface and the illus1onist1o 
surface. Any i11&ge making process wnioh transposes ene 
reality te anether must use a mediua which imparts 
aspect• ef its nature te the image. The canvas 1mpese4 
certain limits en this style of painting much•• the 
limited intensity or certain pigments might impeae on the 
artist's ability te reproduce reflected light frem a 
subject. Even in photography, which is one ef the moat 
exact forms of transposing surface reality, the light 
sensitivity ot the film and paper, which is a product 
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of their ohemical nature, imparts its intluence en the 
resultant image. The grain and contrast et phote paper 
ceuld thus be cempared with the texture and flexib111ty 
of a canvas used aa a recerding plane. 
At the time et this experiment the most imJ)Ortant 
aspect ot th1• painting was the feeling that the resultant 
image was a :painting et water by water. Thia was of 
course net striotly true as man had inteJ'Yenad in the 
process twice; in the laying of the floor plane an4 in'. 
\he introd.uotien of the canvas plane. The aesthetic value 
of the werk, howeYer_, lies with the aea. The motion of the 
sea that is retl~eted in 1 ts aurface is a_lso reflected in 
its effect en the reeks, that were grouped te prod.uce 
a floor. The iuge then, not only strengly resembles 
rippled water bat is a result ot rippling water. 
Thie preceaa of imagery does_ not have innate 
aesthet.ic value as 1 t, like an7 ether arti•tio precess, can 
be well or peorlt uae4. But its first use d14 display its 
aesthetic pessibilities as well as its innovative ap~eal. 
Though felUlded en a natural aesthetic base, the validit7 
of planar alteration as an artistic process and its potential 
for expression was thus confirmed. 
II. THE DIMENSIONALLY STRETCHED CANVAS 
A oenecious attempt was thus 111114• to empley this 
technique within the boundaries er a atudie. Certain cenventions 
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of 11 easel 11 painting were maintained though the stretcher 
frame that the easel would support was already abandoned. 
This was probably due te the artist's pre-conditioning 
and the studie atmosphere. 
Frontal s:,ao• engace4. Airotica (tigure 2) was 
I produced by tightly stretching a water seaked raw canvas 
over several irregularly spaced three inch project1•ns 
from a wall. The canvas was stapled te the wall in 
several places between projectiens te heighten the 
severity or relief while reassering the planar axis. 
L1qu1tex modular celor mixed with water diluted flat 
white latex was used for the initial coats. Subsequent 
coats consisted or water diluted pigment. All coats were 
sprayed as bef•re from different angles, directions, 
and distances. The spray method.allowed up to twenty ever-
lapping 11 layers11 et paint without appreciable loss of 
brightness•• fidelity to form. The use of the modular 
color system &llowed for control of color variables. This 
reduced the total number ef creative variables in the process. 
Ironically this painting was·less pe~ble than it 
would have been had it been conventionally stretched~ This 
immobility during the J)ainting process caused problems 
in paint application. The airborne pigment was subject 
to gravity and thus regardless of initial direction 
it eventually went down. The limited power and gravity 
affected paint resevoir et the atomizer made parts er the 
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imobile plane difficult to spray. 
Presented as a ceaventional stretched painting, 
the strongly illus1onist1c surface suggested imagery of 
breasts and navels to several viewers. Thia led the 
investigator to produce a similarly stretched oanvas 
entitled FantasY 11. This canvas was primed with a mixture 
ot acrylic latex an.d·modeling paste so that it would 
retain its form and rigidity when removed from the 
inducing forms. Cast plaster nipples were inserted into 
holes cut at the high pe1nts of the surface. Spray painted 
with low value reds and yellows the finished painting 
presented 11 tera.l imagery through the use ot 11 teral 
space. While posesaing many attributes of painting this 
werk also has sculptural oharacteristioa. A discussion 
of this distinetien appears in Chapter XI. 
Planar interaction nth fn,ntal Ad~ spa.ca. The 
previous two works had great modulation but it was in enly 
one direction from the fixed wall plane. A truly 
dimensienal plane, pushing into space in beth directions 
from its axis, was sought. To this end the edges of 
a rectangular canvas were stapled to the 1ns14e edges of a 
wooden trame. This served to maintain the planar axis while 
the surface was altered. One point at a non right angle to 
the plane and within the projected boundaries or the plane 
was chosen on each side et the plane. Nylon string was strung 
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from different selected J)Cl)ints and pulled tight. 
This canvas also was soaked with the latex modeling 
paste mixture on both sides to induce rigidity. Painted 
on both sides with the previously mentioned spray technique 
and removed from the frame it became a free hanging, 
double sided, modulated image bearing plane. This canvas 
was a departure from the developing procedure also in that 
the canvas itself became the form that was painted. 
No inducing term waa employed, only tension was applied 
to the plane. 
This painting remains untitled as its imagery is a 
failure. This is due mainly to color selectien. This 
served to remind the artist that color was still an active 
variable in the process. As such it could have determining 
effects en the success er a work regardless ef the success 
ef the planar alteration. Elimination of color would be the 
only way to truly oontrel this variable. But would the 
resultant altered plane still be a painting? 
A group of dimensional white;' •paintings" were 
created at different times of different materials in an 
attempt to allow the altered plane to control visual 
eftect on its own. These works will not be ~rouped 
&IF such as they were results of different processes. 
Thetr sculptural nature will be discussed in Chapter XI. 
Ot rele•ance is the fact that Rauchenburg•s white 
paintings of 1951 were meant to be perceived as open 
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uninflected color, incorporating the shiftint light and 
shadow if their environment onto the surface of the canvas. 15 
Tension induced dimensional stretching. In 1977, 
near the end of this investigation, a painting derived 
from a technique used in the large scale work discussed in 
Chapter five was produced. Though the surface alteration 
and consequent imagery was similar to that of Fantasy 11, 
the means of alteration was different and proceed.tlrely 
superior. The planar alteration and structure of 
Properly Stretched Canvas was induced and maintained 
by bamboo sticks and steel rods of various lengths 
placed under tension in tucks sewn into the back of the 
canvas plane. The resultant tension in the whele structure 
served to stretch the rectan~lar canvas. Planar modulation 
in the form of projections ·and hollows waa induced by, 
respectively, ~lacing separate sticks between the plane 
and the reds at right angles to the plane, and sewing 
points en the plane te tensed rods. A self maintaining 
planar modulated painting was thus produced independent 
or a supporting frame, without a separate inducing form, 
and without reinforcing the plane itself. This structure 
allowed mobility during the painting process, used the 
image bearing surface for its full potential, and resulted 
in a lighter than normal painting. These tension produced 
modulated planes represented the limit to dimensionality 
15c1ark, Jm • .Q.lt. p.66 
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possible with a canvas plane it the integrity ef the 
outer shape, structural unity, and planar axis were to 
be maintained. These conceptual limits of the painting 
format need net be respected and thus represented further 
Yariables to be exploited. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MODULATED PLANE FOB LITERAL IMAGERY 
Certain habits of •easel• painting had been adopted by 
the artist on his return to the atudio. It was soon 
realized that the edgea ef the canvas piece need not 
maintain planarity while the surface is altered. For 
the canvas to assume a form it need not be stretched at all. 
Verticalit7 er the werking surface presented enly 4isadvan.tages 
to the artist's taTored method of paint application. 
I. CREATED FORM AS IMAGERY 
As the visual effect.of tha1e paintings relied 
heavily an the form that was transposed to a visual 
document, more eapn&sis was at this time placed on the 
•subject matter• tl!dia en the already developed technique. 
•Form 1ndueers• had previeu•lY been employed te 1ntre-
duce form to the canvas. Now the oanTas was to be looked 
at as a medium through which an outside form (either created 
or natural) could be visualized. 
1mX Product was the result of a soaked rectangular 
cancas being draped ever a minimal planar term. Thie coaslsted 
of a nylen cord strung between evenly spaced points 
that radiated eut from a oerner in two straight lines 
parallel to the ground and necessarily at 90• to each other. 
Once dry the canvas was spray primed and selectively spray 
painted from all accessible angles. 
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While repreduoing the linearity ef the ferm with great 
fidelity, there coexisted on the canvas the painted 
evidence of the selidarity ef the canvas and of the 
minimality et the strung webs. The nature ef the painti~ 
precess was alee evident, as the linear image existed 
without painted lines as an integral part ef the overall 
color field. Thi~ was the meet visually honest painting 
of this series up te this peint, yet it had ·limited 
aesthetic appeal, appearing cold and mechanical due to its 
geometrical precisien. 
II. NATURAL FORM AS IMAGERY 
The investigator turned back to natural forms as 
subject matter as the resultant images weuld be imbued 
with natural aesthetic appeal. Partable ferms were sought 
as they allowed mere freedom in the painting process. 
Religuae, Death .It th§. Artist's Model began with the 
secretive abduction of a mannequin. She was subsequently 
laid prene on the studie fle~r and covered, ankle te head 
with a well worn water soaked canvas. Though only a 
symbolic death was inYelved, an element or drama pervaded 
the whole precess. Latex based pastels and water extended 
pure hues were sprayed from all directions at primarily 
low ~lea. The "free standing• pos1t1en and horizontality 
of the canvas facilitated great control of the spray and 
eensequentl7 increased for.m revelation. Unusual and 
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pleasing oel•r effects resulted frem the flexibility, 
sensitivity, trace color and absorbant cnaracteristies 
of the recycled canvas. The mannequin supplied a 
rigid articulated form, 1 blo•d" (previously applied paint) 
that s.eaked through the canvas, and unmoving patience ever 
the series of days required to overlap sprays with 
clarity. 
Experlaentation with Skylight Studio'• •gesso primed 
eanTas• pad material preved te be particularly rewarding. 
It was found that when soaked, this thin si~le weave 
fabric became extremely pliant. For s..l[ Portrait 1216 
this material was water soaked, draped ever the artist's 
face and molded te hia·centeurs. When dried, in this case 
by a hair dryer, the material regained its original 
rigidity with no damage to the_gesseed surface. Unprecedented 
freedom from the subject matter was thus gained. The 
canvas was then remeved from the subject and painted 
horizontally in the usual manner at a cemfortable height. 
The palnting pr•cess and consequently the image was greatly 
facilitated by this complete mobility of the plane. 
Fine fidelity to form was pc,ssible due to the thinness of th• 
. material. Bright colers resulted from the white primed 
surface. Unfertunately the material was enly available 
1ft &ft 18• X 201 size whtch was smaller than the artist's 
t' "·' .• 
preferred scale of work. 
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· Limits .At .trul process .u A !.su:11 ..t realism. This 
process was initially discovered as a realistic image 
process. These early 1.-ges were derived from planar 
forms however. As subjects of a more free standing nature 
were chosen, certain limits to realistic imagery were 
discovered. 
The small size and high relief present 1n .§.§.!! Portrait 
when compared with the larger previous works made it 
apparent that the degree ef conformity of the image te the 
subject matter was subject not only te the depth of the 
object but to the size or the canvas also. The degree 
of intervention in the image by the planar material was 
directly proportional te depth and surface detail of the 
subject matter. Fidelity et image t• term also decreased 
proportionate to the distance trem the center of the canvas, 
on free standing objects. This proportion was dependant 
upon the relationship between the size of the canvas plane 
and that or the object. 
Flexible Pl8Dar materials enter the third dimension 
by stretching, folding, pleating, or bending. The 
characteristics of each material (ie paper, Pelon, canvas, 
linen) determine which of these adaptions and to what 
de~ee they will make. These adaptions become visual elements 
(some more than others) that are as apparent as the 
dimensional characteristics or the subject matter. 
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The characteristics of the planar material itself, 
as manipulated by the artist, thus determine the degree 
of abstraction of the subjeot matter present in an image. 
The limits of this technique as an alternate form of 
realism are in turn de~endent on these characteristics. 
This limit served to reassert the creative role of the 
plane in the precess. The interest in literal imagery 
had threatened to make the plane merely an object of 
passive utility in the transposition of reality to image. 
III. AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS OF PRESENTATION 
The~ Portrait canvas was soaked, retlattened 
and glued with acrylio medium to a picture frame. The 
Religuae canvas was however, resoaked and stretched like a 
pelt within a knock down rectangular wooden frame. 
Nylon cord laced througb gromets along the canvas edges 
and areund the frame members held the viewing surface 
flat and maintained the structural integrity of the 
tongue·and groove cornered frame. 
This presentation introduced a high degree of portability 
to an otherwise ungainly four toot by seven foot painting 
and maintained harmony with the "ancient• appearance 
of the overworked, ragged edged canvas. A unity of concept 
and presentation such as this has seld~n been achieved 
by the investigator. Presentation seems to present the major 
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artistic difficulty in altered planar derived works. 
Inte~rity of process seems to deny conventional stretching 
of canvases produced off the stretcher. Honestly hung 
dimensionally derived painting seems to·1ack finish. 
Their unframed edges do not proclaim "this is fine 
art• as a conventional painting format might. This 
unfinishe~appearance may be due to a habitual expectancy 
of the viewer rathe~ than due to any innate aesthetic 
factor. As tapestries, posters, and carpets are currently 
hung unframed, perhaps this practice may be carried 
over to paintings without jarring the appreciat•r. 
Modulated planes that are presented in their 
dimensional form present a separate problem in that 
no standard format exista for exhibition. 
A change in artistic standards is likely to be 
concurrent with social value changes. Functionally 
based value ohan~es in North America show a tendency 
towards the value of minimality, portability, and structural 
henesty. These social values were present in ancient 
Japan which had geographically limited space and raw 
materials. Such values are evident in the traditienal 
forms of Japanese art which ane brush painted scrolls 
and screens, and decorated p~ttery an4 other functional 
objects. 
Though practicality and. aesthetics are presumed to be 
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at odds with each othe:r, practical elements int1uenoe 
the artist's manner of expression and taste of the 
audience. Th.ugh aesthetic standards exist independent 
ef taste, the aesthetic exists within the artist-audience 
interactien. As such, practicality is an unevoidable 
element 1n mass art. 
Tension.based methGds of presentat1cm. effer the best 
aelution to the artist's problem. They are minimal and 
employ the full and therefore beat uae of all cem:ponents 
· in 1:he werk. They,:are technelegically superier and thus 
complement a modern use ef art material. The7are 
simple and thus follew the 0 ferm fellews function• ethic. 
Though employed wherever pos•tble in this study the 
possibilities are se vast that the development of 
tensile presentatienal structured must be a separate 
study. 
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CHAPI'ER V 
SELF DERIVED IMAGERY FROM A MODULATED PLANE 
The crumpled canvas mentioned in Chapter III 
demonstrated to the investigator that self derived imagery$ 
was possible. Precise dimensional characteristics •r 
the canyas were ree~rded on.the canvas itself the mGment 
that it was sprayed with the waste paint. As in photegraphy 
a record •shot• is net necessarily artistic. It was reaaened 
however that a canvas could be consciously f•rmed te 
produce a visual record that was both visually appealing 
and accurate. 
The ~h7,sical limitations ef a material determined 
te what degree the ferm could be altered within the artist's 
conceptual and J1anipulative abilities. The investigat•r 
did not however view these characteristics as limits but 
as innate characteristics that could oentrtbute their 
nature to the image. 
As in the previeuily mentiened works color seleetien 
had a ~reat deal te do with the aesthetic appeal of the 
finished w•rk. The factors within the pa.int •PPlication 
process determined the fidelity er image te ter.m. 
Skylight Qanvas. Skylight Studio's oanTas pad 
material provided excellent characteristics for self 
induced imagery. Planar alterations censisting of folds, bends, 
ripples, curls, and curves could be induced to the wet 
canvas. Once dry, the canTas retained its new ferm independent 
of support. 
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This un~.,a• characteristic was particularly liberating.. 
as total ooneentratien oould thus be given to the painting 
process. Mobility of the surface, which was gained, 
allowed eptimum use ef the primitive spraying system. The 
laek of extraneous materials to maintain the form alse 
assured that enly the characteristics ef the altered 
plane itself were recorded. It was intended that these 
paintings of the Strqotural Record series weuld be paintings 
of canvas en ea.nvas. (figure J) With the canTas as 
subject matter it was felt that the natural reaction 
ot the material to external ferees induced along its 
planar axis would mere accurately pertray its true 
nature than if 1 t were induced into an extreme term', that 
required the addition er mechanical devices to maintain 
the form. 
Pictorial unity was obtained by this appreach as the 
visual elements derived from the modulation alteration were 
naturally related in compesitien due te the necessary 
physical relationship of modulated elements. 
A minimal amount of artistic control over the form 
to be recorded was seen t• be desirable. This reflects 
the investigater•s interest in "found art• and other 
expressions of the natural aesthetic. The melief that the 
innate preperties of a material ha•e intrinsic aesthetic 
potential was oerroberated for this material by this 
pictorial series. 
FIGURE 1 
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Gravity Denied was a painting derived trem the 
gravitational effect on a well worn, and thus sensitive, 
water soaked canvas rectangle that was supported at three 
points against a plane. As a product of gravity its 
image is totally natural. The artist acted enly as 
a facilitat•r in placing the:elements together. Heavily 
saterated with sprayed latex prim~r it obtained enough 
rigidity to be removed frem the supporting points. 
Unlike the Structural Records it was not stretched flat 
fer display. Instead, 1.t was hung upside dewn from a 
single •o• ring, thus.denyint its origin. The spraying 
er the primer assured that the form would not be altered 
by the process. Unusually bright pastels comprise the 
color field that subtly interacts with the visual effects 
of the actual form. The most sculptural of works in 
this vein. It not only retained its dimensionality 
but alse has non rectangular edges. 
~ ll.11.. The tie and die process is an ancient 
and often uaed graphtc technique that eaploys planar 
alteration aa its primary image. seuree. It is considered a 
cPatt rather than an art because er its method ef 
pigmentation. It soes have severe limitations to its 
imagery, as parts of the material itself are bundled 
to resist die penetratien. Only one color can be 
applied at a time to somewhat unpredicta'bb, areas. 
As pleats, bundles, and twists are the only self-resisting 
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configurations, imagery is limited. A',related technique 
in which the material is sewn into various resisting 
configurations offers greater design freedom and control. 
With accurate tight sewing, no limits to possible imagery 
exist,except those inherent to the die process. Self 
resisting precludes visual feedback during the image 
makiug process. This, the limited die colors, and the 
abii'ity to add only one color to a particular configuration 
at a time represents the major liaitations to this as 
related to the visual results of the investigator's 
modulation derived paintings. 
Other Materials. Paper was used as an alterable 
plane by the investigator and presented as such to 
a beginning drawing class at Eastern Illinios University 
during an intern teaching experience in the Spring or 
1977. The process involved modulating the plane in any 
manner suitable to the material. An image was produced 
by duating the surface with powdered graphite and then 
rubbing it with cloth or fingers. A lightly manipulated 
soft pencil and graphite coated stumps were also employed 
to record the form. A great variety of images resulted 
from the class experiment. They ranged from figurative 
vased flowers to abstract galaxies. Though this indicated 
that the technique could be utilized with a high degree 
of control, there was a disappointing "sameness" in the 
appearance of these works. It is felt that this was due 
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to the limitations of the drawing media in relation to 
this concept. There are inherent limits in both the 
paper plane and graphite as an image maker. Unlike 
fabric, pa.per does·· not stretch appreciably and when 
folded or crushed, creases permanently. The creasing 
was eliminated by het pressing and subsequent dry 
mounting of the paper to a backing board. The pressure 
required to apply carbon to paper precludes any delicate 
projections or other subtleties ef ferm. The 
absence of color allowed only one facet of the altered 
plane to be recorded in each drawing. These same limits 
are present in the frottage or rubbing process which 
was also taught in this beginning drawing course. This 
technique is similar in concept to the investigator's 
use of the modulated plane as a producer of literal imagery. 
The paper plane however necessitated the use of strictly 
planar and very low relief images or textures, limiting 
its creative use een.siderably. The graphite, or crayon, 
must come into contact with the image producing source; 
this eliminates subtlety of form and evidence of any 
interaction with the paper plane. 
Modulation QI folding. Another type of work that 
used directly applied pigment was investigated. A 
drawing was made with all imagery derived from the masking 
effect of bent in planar edges. The inability of the plane 
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to accept folding without damage neccesitated the use 
of another material. 
A canvas rectangle was primed, oft the stretcher, 
with a large brush. During the process acrylic paints 
were placed en the brush to create multi hued pastel• 
with each stroke. During the painting, the edges were 
periodically folded in tewards the middle. masking 
previously painted areas and creating straight line and 
singular edges. A double sided painting was thu• 
produc--ed with related images. Each composition had 
geometrically related color field areas that were inter-
related and harmenieus by nature of the process. The 
planar edges were affirmed and reflected in all aspects 
of the composition. The precess in this case assured a 
unified and pleasing compeeition. 
Pellon. Pellon is the brand name for 41nff}Jeat,er 
interfacing material. It is available in several weights 
and textures. Posstssing great fold resilience and 
slight absorbancy. this non woven fabric has the good 
qualities of both paper and fabric. The ability or the 
material to be fo:l::ded, crushed or twisted, and still 
spring back te planar form with no evidence ef abuse 
mad:e it more suitable than paper fo!"',use with this 
technique. Its inherent springiness made "form maintainers" 
neces1ar7 however. A blowpipe was used te spray diluted 
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India ink onto the crumpled s.urface. Different dilutions 
were used for value control. The coarseness of spray 
was directly controlled by mouth pressure. Cardboard 
tubes held aspects of the form while different sized 
mesh screens held other parts in the desired configuration. 
An interesting interplay resulted between the regularity 
of the masking grid and the fluid angularity of the 
crumpled areas. (Frontspiece) 
Pellon and canvas proved to be far superior to 
paper for planar altered works. Spray pigments consistently 
provided sharper, clearer, and more detailed images 
than did solid pigments as no pigment or tool pressure 
was applied to the surfaces. 
A large scale work. Though the experimentation 
with different picture plane materials was rewarding, 
the investigator returned to raw canvas as it was avaliable 
in larger sizes. A six foot wide, twenty five foot roll 
of canvas was ·purchased as stock.material. The vast 
size of the roll however so impressed the investigator 
that he could not bear to cut it into pieces. Starting 
at the left edge of the horizontally suspended canvas 
and working progressively to the right over a peri0d 
of eight months, a conscious attempt was made to explore 
as many techniques ~r dimensionally altering a wall 42 
suspended plane as ceul4 be conceived. 
Bright hues lightly sprayed en a pr1..«1 tensile 
modulation et the plane began the work, entitled Conquer 
.and D1v1(e. The canvas was l'tllled eut toward the viewer 
by threads attached te curved steel rods whose bases were 
sewn inte the canvas. It was alse pushed out into the 
viewer's space by project1•n• from similarly attached 
steel rods behind the canvas. A dimenaienal transition 
was provided by an area ef canvas stapled to itself. 
This lead t• a flat i~e area preduced by the same 
process. 
An airbrush had been purchased just before this 
J>*inting was begun. This teol facilitated greater 
contrel et paint applieatien, which in turn allewed 
the visual realizatien of smaller •urtaoe alterations 
in the term or visual detail. Gravity had less effect 
on this cempresset gaa pewered teel than en the atemezer 
so the mere convenient verticality ef the canvas was 
not a limiting facter. This verticality did however 
necessitate suspenaien peints, which impesed planar 
alterations et their ewn in react1en te the ma11 et 
the canvas. 
The second suspensien :,eint preduced ripples 
that were captured b7 rolling with a multi hued paint roller. 
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Judicieus overspray •antiqued" this area and so unified 
it with the ~recedi~ sectien. The next major compositienal 
area is a visual pun. The image was produced by stapling 
the canvas irregularly tea stretcher frame and painting 
it in the established aa_nner. This image of "in:oerrect• 
stretching was then cenventienally stretched ter display 
in the midst ef the unstretched canvas. This stretched 
plane was also made te pre ject :.eut; frem the eYerall 
picture plane, asserting a real dimensionality apart 
frem its origin. 
The next t'isual center is also derived frem the 
stretching precess and teys with the concept er dimensienality 
as image source. As such it is a visual parody of the 
process. A rectangular area was stretched tightly 
and then painted in the usual way. As the surface was net 
dimensional except en the textural level a monoohrematic 
rectangular area resulted. The stretcher was however 
removed. Released from the tension, this area has 
medulatien induced by the free hanging nature of the 
canvas as a whele. An impression of color modulation 
is thus produced across the area when viewed in indirect 
light. Surrounding this area are the pictorial results 
of several alteration techniques that will not be 
de•cribed in detail though the Yisual effect of each 
technique is unique and pleasing. These processes 
included sewing the canvas te itself, stapling it to itself, 
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stapling it tcvthe wall, stapling to beards with projections, 
irregular stapling to a board, sewi~ canvas in iight 
cenfiguratiens with progressive masking of areas, bunching 
and wrapping with copper wire, pleating and grouping 
with copper ~ire, and suppc,rting in configurations 
with boards and with steel rods. Transitien between 
techniques was achieved through painting the gravity 
exaggerated natural compensations of the entire plane 
to any single alteratien in that plane. The final section 
ef canvas derived its images largely from the wrinkles 
that were naturally present at the end of the roll. 
Literal planar alteratien exists in this section alse, 
through the tension induced by curved steel rods and 
a straight bambeo pele,·which are secured at their 
ends by tucks in the fabric. 
An all over composition was thus obtained, while 
maintai~ing several related pictorial and fermal incidents. 
This painting was the culmination of the investigator• a,, 
works of self derived iaagery. The modulated plane as 
its own image source was seen by the investigat•r as the 
method that eftered the greatest range of creative use 
of all the modulation techniques. 
Several general tendencies could be seen in the 
progressien towards this means ef expression. They were: 
The stretcher frame was abandened• stretching in any 
form was avoided te provide greater meb111ty during the 
painting process, hcrizontality of the painting surface 
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was selected over verticality wherever practical for 
increased image control, and subject matter was pregreaaiv~ly 
simplified and eventually eliminated. 
An awareness of the picture plane materials limits 
and possibilities were thus gained. Though these 
tendencies can be seen te be anti-establishment in their 
rejectien of traditional artistic practices, the motive 
was not blind revelutien. A liberation of the artist 
and a consequent new form of expression was gained 
through this liberation of the picture plane. 
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CHAPTER VI 
PLANAR MODULATION PRINTMAKING AND RELATED PROCESSES 
All intaglio and'relief prints are the products 
of planar modulation by definition, and as such, represent 
the largest and mast commonly accepted use er planar 
modulation in graphic arts. The modulation of the image 
plane is not the primary motive of the printing process 
however unless an embesament is sought. The plane 
altering limits of the embossing precess are thus ef 
great importance to this th_e$1s. 
I. PRINT MAKING PROCESSES 
A series of feur related prints, based on the images 
of discarded •tin• cans, emplo,:ed several plane altering 
techniques and led to the exploration of the limits or• 
the embossing process. 
The discarded metal centainer was seen as a perfect 
symbol or United States life; at once highly sophisticated 
and wasteful. The repeated flattening of cans by 
automobiles rendered certain enes to be both aesthetic 
objects and suitable printing •plates•. 
A group of photographs by Stan Levey with crushed 
cans as subject matter, led the investigator to believe 
that this aesthetic appeal could be -transposed into art 
as well as being appreciated in the 11 wild11 • 16 
16stan Levey, 'Artifacts-Portfolio", Audience, 
(September-October, 1971) Vol. I, No. 5, p.21 
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Jehnson At 1Q was an edition of prints made on 
location from an aluminum can partially embedded1in 
asphalt at the intersection named in the title. A 
relief print was attempted by inking up the road and 
printing with pressure applied by the investigator's 
motorcycle. Better results were obtained by placing 
rice paper over the can and rolling with an inked 
brayer. The resultant image was a product of the paper 
plane's interaction with the relief road plane. 
A Question m: Balance, a combination serigraphed 
and embossed print proved that with abundant padding, 
a flattened can could be safely run through a press. 
Using well soaked, high rag content paper, the depth 
of the can was just accommodated without ripping the paper. 
A more complex interrelation of processes was used 
in .N.a. A1er1oan Primitite. A coke can was hand crushed 
with a segment et concrete slab so that its perimiter 
was octagonal. Interior forms of a circle and~ square 
were formed with the former top and bet1xi.• of the can. 
Triangles were produced at the corners by the folding 
of the can. A dimensionally induced serigraph was made 
of the high points of the can by making a rubbing of the 
can with 11tho crayon, using the screen as the recoPding 
plane. This positive image was turned into a printable 
negative by coating the screen with water seluable 
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Lepages glue and then washing out the crayon with Oleum. 
A paper stencil screen was made of the crumpled Coke 
graphic. This was overprinted with the high P*ints 
in black. The can was registered with the image and 
impressed inte the back or the paper to produce a 
frontaly projecting image. The title referred to the 
artist who used a primitive crushing method to produce 
the geometrically balanced image from a technologically 
sophisticated ebject. It alse reflects the artist's 
opinion of a society that places so little value on 
these materially and structuraly refined containers. 
II. PAPER MAKING 
The quarter inch depth achieved in these prints 
represented the greatest extent to which any locally 
available paper could be stretched in either direction 
from planarity. As further relief was desired, the 
investigator began the:manufaeture of his own paper. 
Following a procedure used by David Pinkbeiner17 a 
latex rubber meld was made of a glass meunted partially 
crushed aluminum beer can. A plaster back up meld was 
made ef the entire eompes1t1on. Paper pulp was peured 
onto the oompeaite mold and excess water squeezed out. 
After complete drying, the cast paper print, entitled 
Ditch .It was removed frem the mold. A relief print· 
17 Ross Romano,~ Complete 1tlllf Techniques .1.n 
Printmaking, (New York: The Pree Press 1972), p.49 
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with greater depth than a normal emboasment was thus.' 
produced with no stress or damage to the picture plane. (f1g.4) 
This process was repeated with aevera1 other found 
objecta that had either too high a relief surface or 
were too fragile te nm. threugh a printing press. 
Twinkies, Table Setting, and an untitled. werk were 
produced from plastic molds. 
An untitled. work having a depth of two inches was 
produced by a more cenventlonal paper making precess. 
A paper making uld was constructed so that water could 
pass threugh the meld whl.1• the solid particles et pulp 
were retained. A oonYent1onal mold is flat with a uniform 
grid. The iaTestigator•s meld however had two levels 
composed of different grid materials with •tound• objects 
attached in places. This werk and two ethers that each 
employed plaster molds as term inducers caused the 
.,.~ '· 
investigator to reevaluate the legitimacy ot this procedure 
as a printing precess. Images were still being impressed 
into the surface of the paper but as the depth ef relief 
became greater, so 41d the the thickness er the pa.per. 
The works threatened te beceme relief molds that ceuld 
just as well and mere easily be cast 1n some more durable 
substance. 
III. PLASTICS 
A more efficient method or intPoducing high rel1et 
FIGURE 4 
\. 
·~ 
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into a plane was inTestigated. Though the planar material 
used was not paper but .acrylic styrene the process 
employed to medulate the plane was much like the embossment 
process and is thus included here. 
As water is used to soften a paper plane, so heat 
is used to seften a plastic plane. Great pressure is used 
to impress the paper surface. The amount er pressure 
needed to impress plastic ·Taries witb the thickness or 
the plastic and the amount of heat applied but it is very 
little when oempared te that exerted by a printing press. 
Instead of J)l'essure being applie4 from the top through 
pads against a bed, the.plate er mold is cranked up into 
the het plastic plane which has its edg,ea clamped in a 
supporting frame. Vacuum pressure is used. to suck the 
plastic around the term. 
As nermally used, a depth et image et ene er twe 
inches oan be obtained with g--4. fidelity. Theugh this 
repres~nts a greater depth than that possible on a press, 
the li9its et this alteration precess were sought. 
Many examples ef this investi~tien can be seen in, 
the Mural-Envirenment in the Northeast entranceway •t 
the Applied Arts and Education Building en the ca.pus 
of Eastern Illln•t• UniTera1ty. 
Theugh the resultant pieces had high relief surfaces, 
the intentien was that they weuld have a predominantly 
Tisual etteot. Te th.ls end a highly retlectiTe white 
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material was selected. Viewed from the side, the relief 
is evident, but when viewed frontally, each piece 
exhibits a unique visual effect in the combination·: 
of shadows and refleotiens from projections and hollows. 
This effect changes with each movement of the viewer. 
The same plaster mol4• that were used in paper 
making were vaeuformed and the results compared. The 
fidelity to form was identical except in concave molds. 
As the vacuum was unable te pull the plastic into the 
hollows, unless alteratiena were made to the mold, 
these results were interior to those in paper, The 
surface and integrity df material was deemed better 
in plastic. The durability of material was equal; 
each was subject to different hazards. Aside from the 
vacuform precess, three other methods to alter the 
plastic plane were devised. The simplest method was to 
allow the heated plastic to sag. A domed form was 
thus produced, its shape a result of gravity and the 
shape of the supperting frame. 
Unique results were ebtained by erading the open 
end of an otherwise airtight can up until it became sealed 
by sagging styrene. The air inside the can was hea·ted 
by the overhead element. Thus through air expansion 
a small dome was formed on the rim of the can. The can 
was then pushed further up past the· ·planar axis to 
produce a smooth curve from the rim to the frame.(Fig.5) 
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A double medulation was procluced by crB,l"lking a 
circular array of vertical steel rods into a slightly 
heated styrene sheet •. A related set of parallel arrayed 
rods were immediately pushed from the other side into 
the sheet, producing planar alteratiens in both frental 
and rear apace. (Fig.6) 
Numereus pieces were produced with minor variations 
•n:these teur processes with largely rewarding results. 
For planar mod.ulation alene, heated plastic is superior 
to all other materials investigated as its stretch 
and contormability is lll!&OUlcally unlimited. Employed 
for ferm reproduction it impeaes little of its ewn. 
nature to the results. lta stretch can be used creatively 
as was demonstrated by the non vacuum techniquea,. The 
high gloss of the acrylic styrene precluded ])erman.ent 
painting et the surface. Matte surfaced plastics will 
accept paint but their lack of absorbancy renders thea 
less receptiTe te subtletiet of paint application than 
any,other llatettlal investigated. Heat resistnat inks 
such as Na&-Dar•s Plasti•Vac Gloss Ink, 7000000 series 
_can be used to screen px,ilnt en plastics before they 
are formed. 18 This .is probably the best way to apply 
color to dimensienalized plaatic planes. or course, 
in this case, the image would net "8 a product ot the 
alteration but weuldbe al.tered aleng with the plane. 
18 n . .Q.1.t. Romano p.52 
FIGURE .5 
li'IGIJRE 6 
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CHAPTER VII 
ADDITIVE MODULATION 
As painting is an additive process·in which P&l??,t,is 
placed on a ground, it is natural that the plane would 
first be 1 dimensionalized by •dditive processes. The impa1to 
technique in.which paint is applied in outstandingly 
heavy layers or strokes19 is a minor planar alteration 
technique that has been used s·tnce classical times. Impasto 
paintings are not usually considered reliet·as the height 
of the paint is minimal and the placement of color is 
considered to be the main reason behind the technique. 
Painters using oil base paint were limited in the degree 
of additive relief possible, due to the long drying 
time .. and tendency to crack of thick oil paints. 
The advent or acrylic based paint systems allowed 
artists to use thicker paint layers and to create colored 
dimensional surfaces with paint compatible modeling paste. 
A~ th~ investigator used acrylic paints, this type of 
modulation was investigated. Other non-paint based 
dimensional graphic systems are also currently exploited 
by·IIOdern artists. These included montage and combine-
paintings in which paint, graphics, and three dimensional 
object, are incorporated into a usually horizontal, planar 
based work. This type ot work was not investigated. 
19Balph Mayer, A P1ff 1onarf .at All ~ 
And, ~echniQyes, New York, p. 192,omas • Crowell'~Company, 1975 
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The investigator's first dimensional painting was 
a result of the additive process. One of the two small canvas 
paintings entitled woman J..n ~ Landscape of 1973 was 
dimensionalized by building up the surface with a mixture 
of acrylic paint, plaster of paris and acrylic mOdeling 
paste to a height of one and a halt inches in places. Its 
companion piece was totally flat, a product of the mask 
and spray process. The two pieces ha4 identical compositions 
but drastically different surfaces. It was while 
spraying this piece that the investigator learned that 
the direction of spray could alter color placement on 
a dimensional surface. 
As the inYestigator subsequently abandoned brushe.l' 
for the spray bottle it was not until 1975 that another 
additive painting was attempted. Again using a plaster 
and modeling paste mixture on a canvas plane, a relief 
surface was built up. De•iri:ng a great degree of relief, 
plastic mesh material was aewn to the canvas to facilitate 
adhesion of'the added material. Non painterly in approacti; 
vaseline coated plaster body molds were used to form the 
surface ot the painting into smooth curves. After refinement 
of the surtaoe aeveral c•t.a ot white paint were applied. 
The finished painting exhibits• biomorphic form that 
smoothly emerges from the canvas plane. Tho~h visually 
appealing, thi.a painting was a prooedudl<'t4&uitb. 
A horizontal brace was necessarily added across the 
back of the plane and screwed into th~ painting to a,appert 
the added mass which was three inches thick at the 
middle.(Fig.?) A painting ef this scale (J21 x42•) sheuld 
only be attempted •n a ridged planar material 1f paint 
thickness is 'te excee4 one inch. The use ot Polytlla on 
a maaonite eurtaoe 1• recemmeJ!ld.ed to anyone wishing 
to attempt a work ot this nature. 
As the 1nTestigater was at this time cemaited to the 
use or a canTaa plaiie and the anthropemorphic imagery, a 
·combination additive and modulated planar work was seen'. .· 
as a solution.. 
By saturating the canvas with plaster and adding a 
thick coat te one side, the depths and projections et th• 
plaster melds ceuld be acoommedated by modulating the plane. 
In this way, the addltien et excess mass to the plane 
waa avoided. The weight et the piece and the<-problem 
' 
of cracking were thus limited. This plece was also painted 
white to emphaaize the interplay of light on th• highly 
-
varie~ted surface. Th• destruction ot this work by 
crushing pe1nte4 out the laok or flexibility inherent in 
a high rel1et painting. Either a more flexible er mere 
impact resiatent material ehnld be employed in the preducten 
of like works unless they are to be permanently installed. 
No further experimentation with additive processe• 
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was made as P11re planar me4ulat1en ettered equal dimensional 
pess1b111t1es with a lighter and nore durable end. Pred•ot. 
.... 
CHAPTER VIII 
PAINTING OB RELIEF SCULPrUBE? 
SeTeral of the werka preTiously disousaed maintained 
their planar alteration. Though the distinction et twe 
dimensienal werks trom:,btee dimensional werks is cona1~$!'e4 
by the inTeatigator te haTe priJ11aPily academic aign1t1oanc~ 
a case is made ln auppert et the pieesentatten et these 
pieces as werka ef Tiaual an·,. It is his oontentien t~t 
these relief surfaced werka are primarily visual and thus 
should be ce•el4•red te be paintings. Thia belief ia 
based on.aaaY factors not the least or which 1a the artist's 
attitude te the ..,.rks. · Having had acheeling in twe 
dimensional art it waa aatUPal tor the inveatigater te 
attempt to produce visual werks trttm hla new teund inte~•st 
in literal term. The materials used in the 1nveat1gatien 
were pri-.rllJ these et the visual arts. All works· were 
· aert ftd tNII • planar :,.-.tac .. ·1. ,,,,'MMltlation. waa originally 
approached trem standard painting pNtoesses (canvaa stretching 
and paint applioatien). The toraat of preaentatien 
in most cases was that ot the Yieual arts. A rectangu1-fo 
shape was usual. A vertical wall auapenaion was 1tsed k 
for a primarily fr•ntal 41aplay er •••t images. The 
original planar axis was usually maintained so that, 
though the ettPtace may be relier, a general planarity 
existed. 
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The lack of colered paint on the white pieces 
previeusly discussed renders them more difficult to defend 
as paintings. On some the materials were painterly. On 
all but the installed works the format was painterly. 
Technically, they may be relief sculpture but their intent 
was visual. The white surface respends to all light 
directed at it regardless of color intensity er degree 
of difusion. The perceived surface is thus purposefully 
placed out of the control of the artist in that the 
planar alteration was not recorded by directed color 
but was left as a pure light reflective surface to respond 
to envirenmental conditions. The perception of the surface 
is thus dependent on the position of the viewer and the 
direction ef the viewing light. 
With no visual cues light has censiderable bearing on 
the perception of a dimensional surface. An object 
with a shadow en the side away from the light must be 
convex just as one with shadows towards the light must 
be concave. The viewers perceptive mechanism interpret, 
the shape or contour from this evidence. It is interesting 
to note that in the absence of definite clues as to 
direction ef light the brain reverts to the mest usual or 
logical interpretation. Presumably due to the lighting 
used by most right handed persons an object or photegraph is 
usually interpreted as if the light source is from the upper 
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left hand corner.20 This phenomenon can be exploited 
by the artist in his presentation.(Fig.f) However, when 
confronted by·an actual surface, a view$r can usually 
ascertain its true nature by changing his position 
in relation to it. Al of the investigator's dimensional 
works currently use only environmental light in their 
presentation though this is due more to limited means 
than intent. 
20John Tovey,~ techniques of Kinetic Al:!.t, (B. T.) 
Batsford Limited London Van Nostrand Reinhold co., N.Y.) p.;3 
PART II 
SPATIALLY RELATED PLANES 
6) 
The following chapters deal with the investigation 
of a different conception of the d1mens1enally altered 
image bearing plane. In part one, the visual results of 
modifying a plane to interact with space in either direction 
from the planar axis were investigated. In this section, 
the plane is ·net modulated, instead an interaction of planes 
is used to present a unified pictorial image. As the planes 
interact in real space the third dimension is used during the 
artistic process or as a means of display for an otherwise 
flat image. • '!'hough conventional image could be so displayed 
the creative use of the expanded visual area as it related 
to the whole of the work was investigated. 
CHAPrER VIV 
ANGULAR ASSOCIATED PLANES 
On a flat image·bearing plane within a given 
picture frame a t'1ni te amount of visual data ma7·· be 
presented. Indeed illusionistic...space and detail may 
be used to make greater use of the physical space but 
this space is none the less finite. Is there a way to 
increase the amount or visual surface within a given frame? 
The space between a viewer and a given image is 
active space. This becomes evident if one's view of the 
work is interrupted by another Tiewer. If a graphic 
work i~teracts with this space in its presentation, 
could not tbi• space be used creatively? 
This investigation ef angular intersecting planes was 
directed to answering these two questiona. 
I. RIGHT ANGLE COMPOSITE PLANES 
By placing a plane at ninety degrees to an equal 
sized plane the total visual surface w~uld be tripled 
with the actual visible surface at,any one place increased 
by up to one half. The amount of increase would depend on 
the position or the viewer. That more "P.fd.'turcP 'can be 
placed in a given area is important but of more interest 
is the fact that the visual area would change with respect 
to the viewers position. By employing the viewing space 
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in this end the following ways, a graphic work can exist 
as a factor of time, in that a viewer's time-space IIWlt 
be employed tor full appreciation of the surface. This 
interaction with the fourth dimension is normally reserved 
for sculpture. 
One intersecting plane seemed unwieldy and impractical 
for wall presentation as in any setting other than·; a' 
.gallery the surface would impinge on the viewer's 
functional space. Paintings to be hung at ceiling-wall, 
floor-wall, and co~ner intersect~ons are projected uses 
of the single right angle planar intersection that would 
not impinge on the viewer, as existing architectural 
space would be used. These uses however do not ofter 
any great increase in visual space or employ the viewers 
mobility for effect. 
By inc~easing the number and decreasing the depth 
of projection of the right angle elements a space 
efficient and more normal visual art format could be 
obtained from this suffaoe·a1tering concept. 
The investigator chose ninety degree elements that 
projected a distance equal\to the space between them f.or 
tbe surface of the drawing Model 1. It was felt that this 
spacing would provide an,:-·equal amount of visual area 
for each of the three visual planes and allow for even 
transition of image. As the investigator viewed this· 
drawing surface as a dimensionallY projectinQ': ima£e 
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bearing plane as opposed to several separate intersecting 
planes, unity ef compesition was seen to be vital. 
Concentric circles were thus used as imagery on the 
back surface. Each ef the right angles surfaces supported 
curved lines that became elements of concentric 
circles when viewed frem either side at forty-five 
degree to the back plane. The •logical• drawing composition 
was visible from three pesitiens. At all intermediary 
points of view fragmented related curves were visible. If 
there were only three •right• viewpoints to this drawing 
(er any ether on this type of surface) then effective 
visual space was net greatly increased. The intermediary 
viewing pesitiens were however v1$ually interesting on 
their ~wn and effered continually changing relationships 
to the mobile Tiewer. If these other views served only 
to compel the viewer te find the "right" viewpoints 
they weuld serTe an artistic-conceptual function. 
In the drawin~ ~ Q:r.1.d the investigator employed 
the same propertiens ef visual area ancl:made the visual 
data subject to the same preport1ens. Herizental 
straight parallel ink lines transverse the Tertically 
divided surface. Spacing ef lines is equal te the spacing and 
depth er the slats. The unity of compesitien is maintained 
regardless or horizontal angle ef view. Vertical view 
angle can change the oentinuity of the image, however, 
activat!JW the grid effect threugh the rragmentatien 
et the drawn lines. 
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In beth of these werka the miniaalit7 et the image 
emp~aized the characteristic• et the image supporting 
plane and its ability to activate the space ot and 
in front of the drawing. This minimality et image is net 
necessary tor this type of surface as any related er 
interconnected image~y could be used. 
Such image beari~ pilanes are net new. The investigator's 
use et this tn,e et surface was instigated by his 
viewing a step sign which used ninety degree projecting 
planes aa blinders t• maak the •stop• graphic from the view 
of users•~ one et the twe roads that intersected at 
an acute angle. 
To the beat of the investigator's knowledge this 
type or image bearing plane was first uaed in an artistic 
manner by Carles Cruz-Diez in his Physichrtme series begun 
in 1959. In an attempt te paint with light instead or 
pigments, and based en Land's work on the additive 
properties of colered light, red and green strips of 
cord were placed at right angles to the surface or the picture. 
He said of PhYslchrema llll• l •The aolutien I found with 
more plastic pesa1b111ties tor making the most er color 
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reflection, was that of constructing a surface made ot 
,' 
parallel blades controls the admission or light. The result 
thus obtained is that of a changing chromatic atmosphere and 
not that of plain color simply painted on with a brush." 
In.1962 he began to use other colors besides red and green 
a!ld ... 1ntroduced background shapes with clearly defined 
contours which appear'anddiaappear with the movements 
of the spectator.21 Thus pure color as·well as pµre line 
may be used with this type of surface. 
II. FORTY FIVE DEGREE BELATED PLANES 
A plane bent to a forty five degree angle along a line 
through the midpoint ot its ·sides would become a planar 
three dimensional form with one surface visible from each 
side through a range of forty five degrees from the original 
plane. Both surfaces would be visible through the same range 
in front of the form. A greater visual surface could 
thus be placed within a given rectangular area. 
The small drawing Model~ made use of this s~mple 
bent plane as a ground. To make the surface more responsive 
to viewpoint changes three equal sized,reotangular planes 
w~re placed on each side ot the midpoint of the plane at 
ninety-degrees to the original plane (twenty two and one half 
degrees to the surface). Concentric circles were again used 
as image to provide unity of design and emotional neutrality. 
21cyril Barrett, .Q.J2 AZ!t (Viking press, New 
York, 1970) p. 163 
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Though effective the best use of forty five degree 
related planes had net been made, for though the visual 
surface was increased, a bulky form had been created in 
the-process. The major utilization of the viewers time-
space was through the ·slats which were· still at ninety 
degrees to the original planar axis. 
A more visually efficient use of this concept with 
, 
less dinensional projection could be achieved by constructing 
a surface solely of several regular forty five degree 
triangular corrugations. It was found that this type of 
surface was llUlll)d by several local Venetian and Flerentine 
painters to make an image of Christ to change to that ot 
the Virgin in response to• viewers movement. 22 
More recently ~his surface type was sued by Yaaoov Agan 
in Composition 122.S in which two distinct straight line 
and angular compositions could be seen from the sides 
with an integrated composition visible frontally. 23 
Towards similar ends masonite was ;urchased and cut 
into slats. The material proved too heavy for this 
application, given the investigator's attitude to portability 
and maximum use of a,material's intrinsic properties. In late 
1977 a solution was devised. A canvas plane was marked 
with parallel lines at three inch intervals. With one end 
stapled to the studio floor, folds were ma.de along the lines 
and stapled down so that alternate three inch segments were 
22John Tovey,~ Teohniaues J2! Kinetic Ai=.t (B.T. Batsford Ltd. London, Van Nostaand Reinheld Co. N.Y.) p.50 
23i.b.id., p.52 
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exposed. A stencil induced image of multiple overlapping 
rectangles was sprayed on the exposed canvas. The folds 
were then reversed to expose the bare canvas and mask the 
painted areas. The same stencils and a similar color 
scheme were used to produce a similar image. With gromets 
placed at the edges of each fold the canvas could then 
be stretched on a knock down armature frame that, thl'ough 
tension and two supporting rods at the top and at the 
bottom, held the painted •egments at forty five degrees 
to each other in a zig-zag fashion. This painting was 
unique in that planar modulation was used in the production 
of a painting that was presented in the configuration 
of spatially related planes. Through the use of canvas 
under tension the required geometrically regular surface 
was produced with a minimum of weight. 
~nother solution to the problem of excess structural 
mass in forth five degree corrugated dimensional planes 
resulted from the modular use of a mass produced vacuformed 
plastic element. Intended commercially for use as car top 
advertisement bearers each of the approximately twenty 
inch by four inch uni-ts was essentially two angular planes 
connected by a flat top and angular end planes for durability. 
Installed in fourteen vertical rows, seven units high, in the~ 
mural environment in the Applied Arts and Education Building 
of Eastern Illinois University the units together comprise a 
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regular angularly ridged surface. (Fig.8) Left white, 
devoid or image, this piece conveys the impression of 
functional sterility yet provides subtle visual changes 
to those who look as they pass by. Technological in 
· appearance its only functi~n was to reflect the ever changing 
environmental light with its many facets. The functional 
use or this form for solar collectors or reflectors is 
implied by its location. 
III. MULTIANGULAR RELATED PLANES 
One hundred eighty degrees of space in front of a 
visual surface had been activated by organizing the image 
bearing surtace in the two previously mentioned geometric 
manners. Ce1114 a multiplanar structure be made that weuld 
offer a visual surface te all viewpoints; activating three 
hundred sixty degrees of space?· This was the function of 
the kiosk in presenting graphic material, usually of a 
commercial nature, t!\roughout a greater range of view 
than that possible with a billboard. Some study or· 
cylindrical image bearing planes was made, resulting in one 
tnc~lete work that employed a simple crossed belt to 
turn two cylinders in opposite directions so that their 
visible surfaces continually moved in toward or out from each 
other. 
The kiesk is er course not a multiangular concept but 
its existence and use dees support the investigator's 
belief t.hat there can be a free standing three dimensional 
painting or ether visual work that is not a ~1nte4 sculpture. 

7l 
In the search for a work or this type that was net 1n 
the form of a regular geometric solid, two eight inch 
square templates were used te hold eight, eight toot by 
three inch masonite slats in angular relationship te 
each other. Minimal in design the structure was held 
together by the tension induced by the slight disparity of 
slat angles between the templates. The angles were chosen 
in the attempt to present at least one planar surface 
to the eye from all positions without relating the 
planes at ninety degree, forty five degree, or 180 degree 
angles. Presented vertically the painting was free 
standing on the ends of its compenent planes. Sprayed 
from six equidistant positions with:different colors 
each individual plane revealed its position in space at 
the time ot spraying by the amount and type of paint 
mixture on its surface while the totality of the work 
from any one point demonstrated a uniformly varying celor 
field. Though rectangular in shape and composed of planes 
the piece was mostly columnar as the original combined 
width of two feet was compressed into eight inches by the 
angular arrangement of the slats. Though this work was 
dismantled and its units used i~ a later painting it 
expressed the possibility et a free standing painting 
•1n the round". 
CHAPTER X 
THE SPLIT PLANE 
?4 
A split plane fer the purpose of this diseuss·ion is 
any discontinuous or intermittent plane. Usually produced 
by diYiding an existing pl$ne into segments the plane 
maintains its identity as one discentinuous plane as oppesed 
to several separate planes b)" unity of material, surface, 
visual surtace and close proximity of units. 
I. SLATS 
Two deuble sided canvases had already been produced 
as a result ef this investigation. 1hey required tree 
from the wall hanging te present beth visual surfaces. 
By cutting the visual surface plane into smaller units 
that could be rotated, beth aides of an ·image support 
could be used while maintaining a flat to the wall presentation 
fermat. Thus twice as 11\lCh visual data could be placed 
within a given picture frame. Further increase et data 
per amount or space could be achieved bJ placing a aecend 
image bearing plane behind the slats, by employing the 
infinite intermediary slat pesitions as part •t the 
composition, or by uat:ng three •1ded units.(equilateral 
triangles in oress sectien) instead at the two aided slats. 
The rotatable units chosen were however rectangular 
slats of much greater length than width. As the slats 
rotate along the cen-tral axis of their length the sma11,r 
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the slat width the less the painting need project from 
the wall and the less ebYious the transition from surface 
to surface weuid be. HoweYer, the smaller the slat width 
the more mechanism weuld be required and the greater the 
disoontinuitJ ef each oemposite plane. 
A§. Childs 1:lslX was a werk based on this concept that 
was oriented to viewer participation and initially did net 
display any painted image. The planar material used was 
a pebble surfaced Pellen that was cut into two and one 
half inch wide strips and stretched horizontally between 
independently retatable helders set into a wooden frame. 
This independent rotation ef each end of each slat and 
the flexibility or the·material led the investigator to 
initially present the work as a white painting. An almost 
infinite planar variability was possible through the compound 
twists that could be induced in each slat. When viewed 
as a whole, the work offered a unified· light reflectiYe 
field that could be varied by the viewer. 
A second state ef this work was created by spraying 
each of the many chosen configurations with a separate color. 
The two surfaces and the dials thus held a graphic 
record of their respective positions in space during the 
painting process. Another·, painting record of this event 
exists in the form of a flat canvas which served as a 
background plane. It received all of the airborne paint 
that did not eentract either ef the two frontal planes 
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in any position. It graphically represents the negative 
areas of space that are invariably present in this type 
of' split plane. 
A more ridgid surface such as masonite or aluminum 
would have better served the initial purpose ef providing 
a format for a deuble sided graphic work. Commercially 
available venetian blinds would however serve this 
purpose well. 
Masonite. This dense wallboard is manufactured 
from expleded and compressed-wood fibres through a patented 
process. Intreduce4 in the late 1920s, it is the mest 
suitable wallboard material tor painting as it is not 
prone to warping on the application of' gesso24, and has 
little twist. lt is hewe•er far heavier than canvas 
and will not told er roll. 
Cut into three inch wide strips to be uaed as a 
double sided image bearing plane, it revealed an ability-
to bend.and return to its flat form on the release of 
pressure. The degr~of bend was found to be directly 
proportional to the amount of force applied to its ends 
along its planar axis. This physical property suggested 
artistic applications that were more interesting than the 
predictable use of the slats for their ridgidity. 
A series of slatec:were placed next to each other en 
the studio floer with their ends at ninety- degrees to 
a fixed .board. Pressure was applied to the boards by·: 
24Ralph Mayer, A Dictionary m: Art Terms mo. 
Techniques, (Crowell Co. N .• Y.- 1975) p.424 
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moving the free ends toward the fixed ends with another 
board that was also on the floor but not parallel to 
the f1xed board. Each slat curved in a progressively 
higher arc proportionate to the decreased distance between 
its ends as a result of the angular relationship of the end 
bQards. A straight line relationship was thus transformed 
to a curvilinear relationship. 
This work was transformed into a graphic work that 
demonstrated the reaction of a planar material to the 
proportions t ef its;, framework. A minimal framework was all 
that was required. This framework consisted of two 
aluminum clad pieces of right angle trim and four evenly 
spaced loops of nylon string. The primed slats were 
numbered and placed with their short ends in the inside 
angle of the top and bottom frame elements. The strings 
provided adjustable pressure that held the piece together 
and introduced the curve .to each element of the composite 
plane. The tension was adjusta4:to provide a smooth 
transition of curves from the strongly curved side 
elements to the flat middle element. 
Suspended horizontally on brackets, away frolll'the 
wall, each curve was free to become concave or convex 
at a touch. Several horizontal colored lines were sprayed 
on the surface at a fixed rate of pigment flow, constant 
speed, and consistent distance from the surface for each 
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of the configurations the composite plane was put in. 
The thickness, density, and continuity of each line was 
thus controlled by the distance from the airbrush to the 
surface. This distance was a factor of the curve at 
each point along each slat's length. The eneoUJ:1tered 
curves thus controlled a major aspect of the image. The 
visual surface exhibits a record of some of the many possible 
planar alterations while the form of the work at any 
one time exhibits a concrete example ot one of these 
alterations. (Fig.9) 
This and the ".f.la!• piece cona,titute another form 
of structural record painting. T~e record coexists with 
the still alterable form. The visual data is thus incomplete 
and incompletable. These images could exist independent 
of their inducing planes.but they would then have:no meaning. 
As mentioned before, process alone is no basis for 
an aesthetic. The employment of an innate property of 
a material does however provide a natural aesthetic base. 
If an artist can use this skill, way of se~ing, or 
methodology to create meaning or pleasure from such a 
basis then a true aesthetic could exist. 
The ability of masonite slats to bend in graceful 
curves from their own weight inspired the painting 
~ Blues Grass. Though essentially a slatted discontinuous 
plane this painting could, depending on its adjustment, 
occupy as much frontal and rear space as it did vertical 
and horizontal space. 
FIGtjBR <l 
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This and its free standing nature gives it strong 
sculptural characteristics. The intent of its structure 
was to provide visual stimulus by the interaction of 
color with closely related color and with "empty• space. 
Each side of the composite plane which consisted of 
sixteen three inch by one fourth inch by eight foot long 
slats was spray painted with many blues that gradiated 
upward in value from bottom to top. This insured unity 
of the plane. The edges of each slat were painted bright 
green to assert the identity of each unit of the plane 
and to provide linear eompeeition when the painting was 
viewed from any non frontal or rear position. 
The free standing plane was achieved by using a 
tension support system. A foldable framework base held 
the bottom edge of the composite plane in a central 
groove and the top edges of each of the planes component 
slats with sixteen nylon strings. The strings, attached 
to the outer edges of the base, could each be adjusted 
in length by a simple friction divide to adjust the degree 
of verticality, and to ..me extent the degree of bend, of 
each slat. The lack ef ridgidity illherent in so shaped masonite 
pieces determined that a bend in one direction or the 
other from vertical would occur. 
It was the interplay between the original plane which 
was maintained at the base and the v1o1at1on of the 
continuity of the plane, which increased toward the top, 
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that gave the work visual; as well as literal tension. 
The sky analogy was carried through the unity in color 
and plane near the base being gradually transformed to 
lighter celer and literal space in the upper reaches. 
The grass analogy was represented by the sculptural 
bending of the piece. Each green striped slat could 
be seen as an 1n41v1dual. unit that was responsive to the 
slightest tau.oh er br••••• These 1Yr1ce.l separate but 
unified mevements centribute te the musical analogy. 
All three masonite paintings mentioned, though 
heavy, were designed te be easily dismantled into.stackable 
component pieces. Physical space may by these means 
be activated wtithout requiring great mass or a permanent 
locat1en for the work. 
II. ,nm mI.f CANVAS PLANE 
Fontana tirst used cut slit·s in hts canYas plane 
as painti!l.g elements in 1949.2 .5 This is api obvious way 
of splitting a plane, that has no doubt been used by 
many painter~ in many times when dissatisfied with a work. 
The creative use et such an element is however different. 
In an imP11re form the pierc•d plane was used by Robert 
Baughenburg in Be1erv11r in 1961. This combine painting 
has as one element a spoked wheel rim ••.t into a hole 
in the canvas surface.26 
The investigator produced a cut canvas plane work 
in 1977. It was primarily a white painting, h&Tiitg 
Corp.) 
25ouy Brett, Kinetic Ai=l, (N.Y. Reinhold Book 
26c1ark and Priuade, Baughenburg (Baltimere, Wolk 
Press 1976, p.87 
p.?1 
two canvas planes stretched three inches apart 1n depth. 
The back plane was visible through stratght non parallel, 
non-intersecting slits in the front plane. The front 
plane was modulated by sewing the two planes together in 
some places and by placing steel rodsCbetween the twe 
surfaces in ether places. The tront split modulate4 
plane reflected. light and created. shadows en itself 
and the Q&ck plane. The enly oolo:recl paint used 1n the 
work waa a high intensity light green which was sprayed 
on the back aides or the front plane. This non visible 
pigment imparted a subtle green glow to the work as it 
reflected any light entering between the planes. 
Theugh this work was directly influenced by a 
photograph tlf·.:Pontana • s Cqncette Si,aziale 196427 
The investigater modified the split plane concept with 
elements derived from oth,r aspects or this study. 
27 Bret,~. SJ..t,. 
CHAPTER XI 
SUPERIMPOSED PLANES 
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Two or more planes superimposed on each other can be 
used as in the last work mentioned as inter reacting image 
surfaces. The use of transparencies to overlay and relate 
images is such a use about which a complete volume 
could be written. Though the use of pierced planes, 
plexiglass or glass as superimposed image bearing surfaces 
disolves the actual aurface and employs real space as 
a component of ~he visual display, no real planar alteration 
1s .. involved. To use superimposed planes to produce images, 
the investigator turned to two normally three dimensional 
disciplines for technique. 
r. Laminations 
Both techniques use superimposed planes in the form 
of laminated materials. Laminations are formed by 
the joining of superimposed planes along their facing surfaces. 
Both techniques involve modulation of a laminate to produce 
visual data. 
Mokume. This is an ancient metalsmithing process 
of Japanese ortgin that was used by the investigator to 
produce three flat image bearing planes that were 
-subsequently used as elements in jewelry pieces. The word 
"·bearing" as used above is misleading as the image produced 
is not added to a plane but is an intrinsic part of that plane. 
The image is totally derived from and controlled by the 
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type and degree of planar modulation. 
Copper and brass, and silver and copper sheets were 
soldered together in alternate layers. Each unified 
laminate was then modified by either or both of two methods. 
In the first method the top surface of the plane was pushed 
up by applying force to the back of the plane with a 
chasing tool or a ball headed <1$pping tool, while the piece 
was .padded by leather or rested on a dappiJl8f' block, 
respectively~. The resµltant relief top sut'face was 
then filed off flat to reveal a two color cross section. 
Much like a contour map in appearance, a mokume piece 
is similar also in that the height, shape, and depth of 
the surface modulation directly controls the surface 
image. 
The other method used was that of cutting into the 
laminate with a triangular pointed burin to reveal its 
component layers (up to seven were used by the investigator). 
The piece was then forged flat to display the •strata• in 
a graphic form. The thus,formed linear patt~rns radiated 
from the edges and along the length of each cut. (Fig.10) 
Control of the image was thus possible through 
control of the manipulation of the image bearing plane. But 
thickness, number, color, and organization of the component 
layers of the plane have an equal role in determining 
the final image. In this technique, as in some of the others 
f?IGURE 10 
mentioned, the investigator came close to the ideal of 
becoming another kind of material in the work by sacrificing 
part of his control, of the finished image, to the planar 
material. 
Marini. This is the name given by Jane Peiser to an 
image bearing piece of multi-colored clay produced by a~ 
lamination process. These products were named after the 
person from whom,Ms. Peiser learned the technique. The 
investigator has produced several plate forms bearing this 
type of imagery. 
This was detinitely,an image oriented ceramic technique 
as to both Jane Peiser and the investigator the form 
of a piece was of less importance than the visual surface. 
Laminations were made of colored porcelain clay by 
rolling out •labs of several colors. These were misted 
with water from an. ato~izer and slapped together until 
the surfaces f'ffsed. A lamination ot this type was simply 
cross sectioned with a taut wire. Each section was then 
rolled into a thinner slab to be placed on a background 
slab as a design element. This rolling modified the image 
that was essentially a product of the thickness and 
arrangement of slabs. 
A complex lamination of thin slabs was also laminated 
with other simple forms such as coils, squared coils, 
concentric tubes, and thick slabs of various cross 
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sections. In this way a composite lamination with a 
controlled and visually interesting cross section was 
created. Peiser•s work is figurative and thus she has 
created Marini's with images of such things as children, 
fences,•and. flowers. She also employs cookie cutter like 
tools to cut shapes from rolled out "abstract" sections. 
The investigator's work was purposefully less controlled 
with laminations built intuitively for varied color effects. 
The natural edges of each section as modified by rolling 
were altf,ays maintained in the investigator's compositions. 
Other types of sections, such as 11 V11 cuts were also 
used by the inYestigator for unique visual effects. 
Thus through modulation of laminations, two dimensional 
imagery may be produced. It is noteworthy that material 
usually used for strictly three dimensional work was 
used for this imagery. This was due to the manipulative 
characteristics of both clay and fine metals that make 
them more suitable for this type of imagery than any 
graphic materials. 
CHAPI'ER XII 
SUMMARY 
Planar alteration can and has been used as a creatiTe 
element in the preduction of Tiaual art. Though the 
aesthetic merits of these works must be Judged by 
others, the inTestigator has presented a case tor their 
haTing a Ta11d aesthetic base, and belieTee that the 
works are as pleasing and conceptually Talid as any ether 
tJl)e of Tisual art. 
The employment of all materials used in a manner 
basic te the indiT1dual material was a d•minant approach 
and as such represents almost a parallel thesis on the 
inTe~tigator•s attitude to materials. 
Both modulation,and spatial relation proTed te 
provide succelstul i11ager7. The imagery as a result 
of.lled.ulation·aeemed te be more appealing and Taried 
on a strictly Tisual leTel than the imagery of spatial 
relation, except in(the case of superimpeaed planes. 
These related planes were of course modulated to produce 
1•agery so they cannot be said to be pure related planes • 
.;.';everal dimensional and solely visual works •ere 
produced in the course of this investigation. This 
wa1 a natural·resuit of the experimentation with three 
dimensional forms. These works served to expand the 
investigator's conception of the image bearing plane. 
It is hoped that this work expanded the general conception 
or the possible nature of t~e , ... en'.b.e~r1'11.Plane. 
No doubt other means of planar alteratiDl'1, and 
production ef':'1mager7 from these alterations. exist. 
Other surface·,:or ground elell8?lts seem to offer equal 
potential for use as creative elements. 
These elem~nts seem to offer valid, unexploited 
sources or ieagery and technique in times when every 
is explored in an almost 
exclusive way. 
The investigator's involvement with the third 
dimension and even •three dimensional• media in this 
study is a practice that is prevalent in visual arts today 
in .. many forms. Pew of these other forms use the third 
dimension in so pure and openly sta•d~·::-•r• 
' ' 
.. , Planar modulation may be used as a form ot realistic 
painting when the object to be recorded has low relief. 
The same processes may result in totally non· figurative 
paintings when used for self derived imagery. The process 
then does not greatly limit the artist's range of possibilities. 
AdditiTe modulation offers a great range of applications 
far beyond the limited investigation presented here. 
Spatially related. planes t"nd by nature to be aµ1ts.ble 
fo~ optical effects related to both kinetic and op art forms. 
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Their kinetic nature is intrinsic in that so altered 
planes require the viewer to alter his time space for 
full effect. This may be used actively c,i, passively· 
as is the case with most of the investigator•s work. 
The optical properties of these forms were not fully 
exploited in thia investigation. The portability and 
structural minimality of works, stressed throughout 
this investigation, was more than a philosophical approach 
as it served to shape the progression of the investigation 
and the nature er many works. 
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